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••'•• ' ••• I. GENERAL BACKGROUND 

On more than one occasion, the secretariat has beer, instructed by 
. ' : 1. 

the Commission to undertake research with a view to shedding further 
light on the development and prospects of the chemical industry in Latin 
•America.—^ The CommissionTs interest was justified, not only because this 
is an important branch of the manufacturing industry - and also one of 
.those which have displayed very dynamic growth in recent years - but al£ .> 
because imports of chemicals carry great weight in the regional balance 
of payments. It has become all the" more necessary to obtain mòre 'detai.lea 
information on this subject because of the increased importance which the 
chemical industries will doubtless assume in the process'of 'establishing 
and consolidating a Latin American common market. 

The secretariat's efforts in this direction have partially' taken 
. . shape during the last two years as a result of the work done by á joint 

group composed of ECLA officials, personnel from the 'Chilean Development 
- -Corporation (Corporación de Fomento de la 'Producción - CORPO) "and - r 

representatives of the United Nations Technical" Assistance ' Acbliriistration.^ 
So far the initial draft of a comprehensive report covering air the ry. • 
important aspects of thè problem has been prepared. -r 

•• In' spite of the: broad scope ,of, this provisional document, it was felt * . i • . • i* 
unwise'-to. submit it now for yarious reasons. Firstly, at this initial 

•<"•: stage' òf thè inquiry., the.. problem has been viewed - partly because of the 
aòtual. -composition of ..ttie joint. group entrusted with the. task - from the 
particular standpoint of .Chile. This does not mean that research has been 
confined to this country alone. On the. contrary, practically equal weight 

1/ See particularly ECLA resolutions 59 (V) of 24 April 1953 and 97 (VI) 
' of 15 September 1955*: . ... . ^ " " 
The project was begun as part of the research programme of the ECLA/"'An 
.economic, development training course;.and th.en;contiriued as a,joint 
. undertaking ; of' thè' organizations mentioned. The ,contribution^of tha 
'. .Chilean Development 'Corporation was• particularly;valuable, .because a 
numbér òf ité professional ertaff took part ori-a permanent .basis, and at 
a high level of responsibility. . V, 

/is being 
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is being given to conjurations relating to Argentina, Brazil«, Chile. 
Yexico and Venezuela0 Partial references are .also made to otner Latin 
American--count-ries,s.. Even go*, the.. selection of Chile as the starting-
point...may-exert • some influence on :such jnat.t.Qrs as; the choice of products 
so far included o Specific items .or: processes of greater interest to other 

: ' 3 / 

countries of the region may perhaps, have been omitted.™' . Secondly, an 
inquiry of this kind c,annct be ..expected to arrive at more 'or less .final . 
.conclusions-unless close.;contact is maintained with the specific problems 
and-backgrounds of the different ¡countries. He.̂ .ce, the first report must 
be carefully .revised as soon, as the, information and data used can be 
supplemented by: additional.,on-the-spot inquiries» 

:;This.j report .is intended-to give .a very. :gejjer-alt.. idea of the purport 
.of the preliminary inquiry-with particular..emphasis ron those provisional 
conclusions which.emerge as .regards;the region, as a,whole and on the 
methods .to.jbe.-used.in tacklingthe,.problem» ... £he. .comparative advantages 
of,,;p,Qrtain; specific locations fin. Latin America a^e. not .dealt with in great 
detail because; the...conclusion? on this point might,be further modified.,as 

—vn a L result of ̂further r.esearclio ¿The discussion of:this kind of problem will 
be-¡ one of; the most,,..import ant aips.of /the. finals study. 

II« SOME FIGURES- WHICH ILLUSTRATE THE ̂MAGNITUDE .OF-THE PROBLEM- -r-i; 

As it exists at present^ the'Latin American'chemical industry is 
concentrated mainly on the manufacture of traditional consuitör goods J' 
- toiletries, soaps ¿matches, oils and fáts'- añd has'-done little to develop 
its output of intermediate products* However, besides'the long-standing 
. demand for consumer goods placed on the chemical' industry, there is' now 
a demand for plastic materials and synthetic'fibres "oh a scale which "Is 
not only large in absolute terms but which is also growing very rapidly0 

3/ The initial phase covered 46 items chosen from an original list of 89, 
considered in the1 "United States 'as th'e most important, on the grö/unds 
that, at first'sight, :they-' seemed to require'scales*, of economic 
production likely t'o be- attained in Latin America;,' Of the -22- are 
end', products (plastic ; res ins,1 synthetic fibres,*" alkalis, detergents. 
'rubber, fertilizará, etei ):'varid'-,24 ;intf mediate; products used in-.their 
manufacture „ . • 

/There is 
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Tnere is too an increasing'demand for chemicals' for agriculture, such 
as synthetic fertilizers, insecticides and fungicides. At the same time, 
industrialization Is giving rise• to a .strong"demand for-intermediate 
chemical products. The motor-vehicle; and tyre industry requires synthetic 
rubber rnd lampblack; the textile industry consumes growing quantities of 
detergents; the metal transforming- industry needs abrasives; mining 
involves the use of explosives; and, as a result of general aconcmic 
developmentj .the demand for alkalis and basic-:'acids is rising rapidly * 

The growing demand for chemical products such as plastics, fibres, 
fertilizers .and intermediate, materials for industrial and mining purposes 
implies that theA chemical..industry-itself will have to meet numerous 
requirements for ;,heavyn. chemicals, .such as alkalis and basic acids; arom.atic 
products like benzene,., toluene and xylene; basic petrochemicals like 
ethylene^ propylene9 butylene and. acetylene; carbochemicals 'like cresols, 
naphthalene^ etc0; and-products of synthesis like ammonia and methanol. 

It is therefore hardly surprising that a tentative estimate of the 
demand for chemical products in a few years* time gives a remarkably high 
figure. In.de.ed̂  it may be reckoned that towards 196-5 the total demand 
for, chemical products in the region will/amount to some 4*500 million 
dollars a year and. by 1-975 to more than 8,200. 1 

The 46 products chosen in the initial stage of the inquiry represent 
only 25 per. cent of the twtal- demand for. "chemicals' in the region.' Even 
so, if an attempt were made to satisfy surplus requirements^with imports 
from outside Latin .America, it would mean an annual outflow of foreign 
currency of between,550 million and 600 million dollars. Yet, this "large 
sum would rjot .co^er such important items as'potassium fertilizers'." 
explosives, niany- dissolvents, anti-detonants, numerous salts and a'wide" 
range of costly pharmaceutical products: (most antibiotics, hormones arid 
vitapiins)... I.h.eir inclusion-would boost, total import requirements to some 
1,000 million, dollars .a ..year.*- . - ... -

4/ These are obtained by deducting from.the consumption projected for 1965 
the present installed,capacity plus-certain smaller quantities of^ 
chemicals which, it is) considered,, will still have" to-be" imported^ 
because of special quality requirements or very strict'"specifications. 

r ' v /Of COUrse, 
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Of 'ïĉ -st , bj.e c i wUbc'b? : it ion of -tnese import's would not •••; 
roprecent a net saving of foreign exchange o;: equivalent magnitude 'but. 
neither would tne corresponding "deductions - be very-high * -almost the. • • 
only ovtfl ow of foreign exchange' wculd'-'be for'capital charge&'on plant 
n̂ ces'sai-y for mp^-rt •stvoétitutiôĥ '' Ko -deductions would be nece.s.sary for 
.unports jf mabe'rlaj.sbeoausè bearly all of them are availapie in the • 

. •• 5/ • : ' ' . • : • • . region.—' - • • " ' 
'¿'he figures which have '.just been quoted'suffice :to show how big: the. 

J at in American market may soon"'become y 'ahd-"tlie- foreign -exchange requirements 
which would be involved in' supplying it from outside - if - a powerful; .stimulus 
is not given to Latin Anerican" industry»' : :ln'contrast • to these needsV- ' 
progress 'Has so"far been very limited'« ' True, significant- achievements, have 
been made in specific ' base's' - for example, the'plastics' industry in-Brazil 
and fertilizer'output in Mexico -.but some mote- ambitious- projects have not 
yet reached the production stager. This is trûev of the'petrochemical-industry 
in Venezuela«, Similar projects in Argentina, "Chile, • Colombia and .other 
I.atiri 'American countries "'¿re ' progressing even •'-more -'slowly* . •• -

The situation ay regards the 'productió'n 'of alkalis, . espécially-of 
Solvay ' sòda, ié ''perhaps'" even worsec : The countries of the region import-
nearly all the sodium carbonate they "consume and';are-only partly self—.' 
sufficient in electrolytic sòdàfl r; : As-compared" with aggregate imports ôf 
sodium carbonate into the' region, -the- amounts 'produced from;.natural . -¡^ 
sources Lin Chile and "Mexico are of secondary importance.; The Solvay plant 
ih ' Colombia is' also smalli After many ' years of preparation,, it'. is; 
announced that the sodium carbonate plant" at Cabo ;Frio, .Brazil ̂ mil. start 
operating In 1960c "The Chilean jbrojèct" fòr"- thè establishment , of," a-.- Solvay 
plant which will cover 'the entirë'd carestie consumption of .alkalis;.Jias..-taken 
more than ton yéars to feature«. The "production of: b'a&ic'i materials for-.t.he 
manufacture of synthetic fibr'èâ and''schemes for the- production ,o-f Synthetic 
rubber have generally not passed beyond the'^preliminary-planning stagq.̂ ; 

j>/ in'ao fr-:r ::s Brazil!ah' and Venezuelan 'reseohîés of pho-sphoric rock \ 
(together with other ' staalletr' qiYantities available-in the ;region) 

+ -prove inadequate, ,'pr\ uneconomic, -limibed-' amount at »the most would'.:, 
have to be imported'/ ' 1 • 1 'i • : 

/The manufacture 
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The manufatti uro of lampblack within the region has only just been started 
•and is cor fined to Bramile ' : : . . 

This brief review suggests that • considerable difficulties will" hâ .'j 
to be overcome and long'delays faced before new branches of the chemical 
industry can' be established in the countries . of the region. 

It is therefore all the more necessary to expedite inquiries' ih order 
to shed further light • on' thè problem, which .will become much more acuta in 
the context of a Latin •Ame£ican..-'coumon market« 

III,, CERTAIN BASIC"' CHARACTERISTICS OP ' OHEHÏCAL. INDUSTRIES . IN. GENERAL 

At'the international level, the chemical'industry-presents .certain 
very'social..characteristics ;which must form the basis'bf'any discussion 
of lté'"long-term development, in .Latin America«' • 

Perhaps one of the primary considerations concerns economies of scale. 
Indeed,' it is a well known fact that in the modern chèmical"industry • 
production costs tend to fall rapidly as plant size increases. The 
corresponding savings are derived mainly from the reduction in the capital 
charges connected-with production and, to a much lesser extent,- from the 
smaller"' laibour requirements, per unit of product. / 

The less . than.proportional._growth of the" initial investment; as .'"compared 
with'-thè size of the plant-, may be illustrated in general terms' by stating 
that - within certain margins - if productive capacity is doubled, the 
initial investment increases by only 50 per cent; if' thè fonrier is trebled, 
the- latter tends only to. d o u b l e T h u s if the plaiit- size is increased, 
the-investment per-unit of. product declines 'considerably;'hëricèy capital 
charges^ which is one of the most important items in production.costs, are 
also reduced.. Changes in labour costs are governed by a similar law but 
in this case;*.the ̂saving,,is- not so great because this item usually represents 
a fraction of total cqst much, lower than capital charges. : 

6/ The ratio is :in fact somewhat .mor,e complex and really comes nearer to an 
" ' ' exponential function. ,Qf c.ourse, it is not homogeneous and-may .fluctuate 
<;;•--,, considerably, if different processes -are'compared. • ...... 

• ; , /̂ his'" high' : 
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This hi...sens'iti"'ity to scales of production c-osts. in the .• 
chemical industry is extrerely important when considering the- prospects 
:f the inoust -y-in Latiii America. It is not merely a question whether 
iv.e'or severa; . separate .national' markets' can..-become big enough to - justify 
slants of a reasonably ..'economic .»scalc. 0 Indeed,, to. judge by the prelimim ry 

• inquiry,-- coveral of .'the.'products considered would come into this category e  
rihe:\r- manu-fanture might be' launched in certain countries even in con^iticnt 
;*;hich would finable them to ¿compete with the.,present: rival sources ,of 
s.vpxLy abroad. However. .from-.a more general, viewpoint, large-scale economics 
which might benefit the region as a whole, as well as opportunities for r/ore 
rapid'development, might thus be lost. At the same time, Jg6 far as may be 
judged' from'existing conditions, the1 modification of certain'' factors now 
affecting the international market might change evaluations of profitability. 
' These"factors will be dealt' with at"d 'later stage, 

'The example' of the "'European chemical" industry, wh&re the scales of 
production" are generally'lower than'in the tlnited States, 'is ofteh quoted 

an argument against the view that the' Latin American1'chemical''industry 
must or ougHt to be' developed' on a;; large production scale often greater'' 
than that of any single Latin% Meri can 'national market »; HbweVfcr; 
the European'chemical industry hlas been able to compete in many L 

fields with that of the''United States largely"because certain -plants were 
established much longer''ago." 'Since they work With equipment^ that 'is' 
Already' amortized, it'db&s not'matter that the original investment per-
unit of installed'capacity was 'greater than the more ' recent expenditure 
of theirvc6mp'etitors 1 on'non-amortized plant.' In other cases, 'subsidies 
and'State protection exert' kn' influence. ': 

''"While' each separate EUropein bountry represents a much-smaller market 
than that' of the United'States, 'the major European countries still** 
constitute considerably larger markets than' those of Latin America because 
they are more populous and have a higher level of per capita income. 
Moreover, the maintenance-and -enlargement•of existing chemical industries, 
such as those in Europe,"is quite different from'the establishment'of new 
industries, which must face keen international competition with world 
prices based ultimately on production costs in high-capacity or already 
amortized plant0 

/Another factor 
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-L - '-'Another factor ¿which must be. borne in mind is that any modern chemical 
• enterprise'-reqùires a level of profitability, much higher than is normal in 
mbst industrial branches/.ii' it is• t*.j extend -over • the, long term- or. even 
maintain its market poslciorv • The. reason is to be.:foi£nd in .the highly ( 
dyxlamic character' of this "» industry where production methods and even the 
nature of the finished article are continually subject to revolutionary 
changes. As a-' result acute financial5, problems arise.. In order to cope with 
these changes, -the industry must have. a. large internal source .of -capital, 
which allows the progressive "horizontal expansion of established plant .and 
enables' it to keep pace-with the'rapid tempo .of:.:technological;development. 
If, for each' innovation-, the1 latin-American-.chemical industry had ..to : await 
State action and 'support, or the flow of new. capital from other sectors of 

• the efcô-ilbmy,- it would be foredoomed to' failure. ;:It .could not possibly .. 
'•compete with the 'large foreign companies which can develop, and improve their 
industries by continually ploughing back the high profits .guaranteed by 
production'costs that àrë on the average are much slower-than.world prices0 

v A clearer idea'ôf the.high level of profitability.necessary, in the 
chemical' industry will be obtained if it •ISI.rompmbered that; the industry's 
price policy is bàsed'on the so-called "life, cycle pricing!*. Qf individual 
•prbducts0 When- a new '.article, is. first*•.marketed,- the company producing-it 

" ' en joy à' à-brief- "quasi-monopoly; It ' Can therefore. ; charge yê ry .high, prices, 
which are normally justified by the need for the rapid amortizatioifc;of 
"research and initiàl •' investment' costs; -.. ; Furthermore.*.few commercially 
very successful "product's: must bear, thâ -'financial, burden;-of,/the inevitable 
failures* However, the; initial period' iir which, prices are; much higher 
thâfi™ produfcti on'cbsts is only temporary Although ..they- are/heavily 
protected''by " secrët processes / patent rights'and gradual quality.improve-
ments ? the large chemical firms make their : financial plans, .-on the assumption 
• that'prie es m i l "have, -to fall • systeiû&ticàlly during the. later rlife of the 
prodùct to a point at which they bear -a closer relation to production .costs. 
This is 'due" partly direct competition from, other .producers and^partly 
'to k comniercial strategy -of- discouraging in..-advance«,.,by progressive price 
reductions, the°entry of too many additional producers into the market for 
/the. : neyf • pro duc 10 

/ Given the 
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Giv^n the stru.cov.re of world cĥ mi:-al prices and the consequent high 
profitability cf -che industry b.'.ie importance OJ' cutting costs in the Latin. 
American chemical irdustry iiiy be realized. This is another problem which 
wi3.1 be difficult to solve without the establishment of a common market 
and the -selection of the best localities or countries for this purpose from 
the of view of raw material prices and the factors of production:, 

Moreover, -.¿ny analysis of the profitability and prospects of the 
industry in which short-term factors such as current levels of inter-
national prices were taken into account side by side with the more 
funuament&l factors would be highly dangerous * At the moment, world 
chemical prices are generally speaking much higher than production costs 
in the main United States, European or Japanese firms, because of the 
policy of "life cycle pricing11 followed by the large producers« The effect 
of this policy is reinforced by the lack of strong competition on the world 
market, except froiii time- to time in a few special items« In some cases, 
the high level of world prices night favour the establishment of new 
chemical industries in Latin America without State protection (or with 
a lesser degree of it)., although their margin of profitability might be 
moderate. However, it would be very risky to base the future of the 
Latin American chemical industry on the expectation that the present very 
vulnerable price level will be maintainedQ In any prudent evaluation of 
the prospects of the chemical industries in the region, two factors should 
be taken into account: 

(a) The likelihood of a systematic decline in the prices of newly-
introduced products - particularly those of petrochemical origin - as a 
result ox* the price policy followed by the large producers: 

(b) The real and immediate possibility of a marked fall in the 
general price level of chemicals as one of the consequences of the formation 
of the European common market*, 

With the integration of the European markets, the chemical industry 
of Europe may well be able to re-equip itself completely, replacing the 
older and smaller - end hence less economic and efficient - plants with 
plants as large and economic in operation as those normal in the United 
States ~ or more so:. In all probability, competition on the world 

/chemicals market 
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."heruiwdls market would then become more acute and prices would fall« 
Obviously, one of the first effect* of a chemicals price war between ohe 
United States, Europe and' Japan would be'16'':jeopardize the national 
indus'Qrie^ of .^atln America nurtured by painstaking development schemes., 
'.¡•he low. degree.^f protection which would be acceptable qn the basis cf tlv 
present ,orice ,level vtould be very cjifficult to sustain, anc given thoi-r 
high production., costs aud the low .world prices^ most of the cheudcel 
indust?"ies ba$,§d. .on narrow, local; markets would be ,faced with the prospect 
cf dying a lingering deaths. ... .... .>; 

/•• • • 'j • -.-y: 

h 
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. A -study, of .the kind in view inevitably raises many methodological 
problems/which have to be borne in mind since the decisions and criteria 
adopted may ̂ ffe'ct the- final conclusions of the enquiry, at least so far 
as. the', quantitative, aspects -;arfe- concerned0 It would therefore se3iru, 
desirable to: explain her<&'- in some'detail' the methodology w h i c h ^ b e e n 
used in. the^initial phase-of the study and on which subsequent enquiries 
will be basedo 

1« Scope of the study 

The study seeks to examine the conditions in which the Latin American 
chemical industries may develop in the future and to consider what 
countries (and what locations within them) would be best suited to the 
growth of the basic chemical sectors« This problem is analysed on the 
assumption that the plans for the establishment of a common market will 
be brought to a successful conclusion before 1965» 

So far, investigations have been confined to Argentina, Brazil^ Chile, 
Mexico and Venezuela, these countries having been selected after a brief 
preliminary review of the market conditions and natural resources of the. 
region. However, although the demand for chemicals and the supplies and 
costs of raw materials seem less favourable in the other countries, later 
research will undoubtedly show that there are also interesting possibili-
ties for developing the chemical industries in Colombia, Cuba and Peru, 
and perhaps also in Bolivia and other countries». 

Apart from this geographical limitation, a restriction was placed 
from the outset on the number of chemicals to be considered in greater 
detailo During the first stage-, 46 products,, chosen from an original 
list of 89 regarded as the most important in the United States,. were 
studied,, from the standpoint of the possibility of economic manufacture. 
As a basic principle of selection, and in order to ensure that the- study 
of the development of the chemical, industry should be made in the light 
of real possibilities, it was decided to consider only those products for 
which aggregate demand, in Latin America is expected to exceed the minimum 
economic scales of production by 1965« Since the minimum economic scales 

N /applicable specifically 
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applicable specifically to Latin America can emerge only after the study 
of tnë' production costs arid "mark et priced of eách chemical product at the 
'regí¿nal "level, it'war/assumed as~ a'first' appi'bxlmation'that these minimum 
scales kill" be'" the same ' in'Latin'Americá as' in the Únited States« 

'' The products'hàvihg been selected, the'first task was to study to 
"what extent industries'in Latin Americá wóüld bë able to"compete with'the 
' éxtra-regionál industries - of 'all of Which the Uriited States industries 
maybe regarded'as'rbpre£ehtative¿':';Por thiâ: purpose,'production costs in 
the1 five' countries studied" were' calculated and' compared-with' United; States 
prices oh à"percentage básis. 'Unfortunately,"it was impossible- to':"set 
actual costs' against costs,'" So 'that' thé percentage rati o ¿ referred to "'could 
be' -'baseà only on apprbtímáté indices' of the'level 6t efficiency :of :the 
chemical industries within the ' regiori as compared with that ' 6Ï the " 
industrial'côntr s s "out si de the" región'. ' " ,x : 

Next,"' aïi"examination Was made"'bf "thé criteria which would have to 
govern thé 'location' of t!he chémibal industry in "the event ofL the ëstablish-
herit of 'the" common'market 'and the abolition of customs restrictions and 
other impediments to'free trade in chemical's,1 in this respect, it was 
felt that the basic airft should be to"seek geographical'areas where costs 
would be most'1 "favourable, or, more exactly, where the greatest possible 
net profits could be" expected. In order 'tó' dètërmine"where thesé areas 
would be lócatéd, ón'the "basis oí"'the data'available on'the' costs of'the 
factors' of production, 'freight costs àrid márket prices, "profitability 
curves" Were"plotted'fór' eách product "selected,' comparison of these cürves 
indicating'what countries Would be better equipped"Within'the common 
market'to'compëte in'à'given lirië 'o'f production/" Profitability'Is'" a 
pèreóhtage"ratio between''profits'"and hëbëssarj*" Invéétment/"'The figure 
for profits'is obtained'by "subtracting (a)"thecost of" production'in a 
given Ideality plus the'freight charges "for 'transport to the 'respective 
market from (b) the international market price plus the* costs';of ~ transport 
to' the Latin Amé rl can markets to be supplied from the particular'locality. 
The profitability curve is worked out 'oh the "basis of différent' scaléá of 
production Which, In their tùrh,'correspond to the aggregate ôf"several 
'or' all of the Latin'American' markets." 

-1 I..' . - • ... • :" ̂  • í-o.'^l'.^ /Profitability: curves 
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Profitability curves of this type provide answers to questions such 
as theses Vfould ..local production based solely on the domestic market be 
able to compete .with imports from other,regions? What degree of 
protection would,be .required? L yJftat would be the order of magnitude of 

r;,the • advantages which would be obtained with .a higher scale of production 
based, on a common market? Given.a common market, what would be the best 
locations.,, from the standpoint solely of,the calculated margins of profit-

.. ability, assurning more or less ideal conditions and disregarding othe?? 
possibly, relevant real.and institutional factors? Up to now, all that 
ha? been attempted along these lines has been.to determine the b^sic and 
spontaneous, trends affecting .geographical location, leaving for future 
studies .such factors as the possible survival, pf. certain restrictions on 
foreign trade between the Latin American countries which might be tolerated 
in the basic common market agreement; the different regulations relating 
to foreign capital; the varying taxation or subsidy policies; matters 
connected with the political climate and social legislation; the complex 
development of backward areas in certain countries where the establishment 
of chemical industries would inevitably fprm part of larger development 
plans ; and, many other questions too numerous to mention» 

Undoubtedly, these institutional factors will have important - and 
sometimes unfavourable. - effects on the basic trends brought out in this 
survey, and therefore undoubtedly deserve study. To quote only one 
specific .example, it might.be important to consider how, the profitability 
comparisons, wpuld. have to be modified, to, take into account the possibility 
that industries ..already existing in countries, like Brazil and Argentina 
could be..enlarged., without perhaps requiring additional investments equal 
to those, necessary for completely new installations, for example, in Chile 
or Venezuela. But it has so far not. been possible to tackle this aspect 
of the enquiry. . . 

. The ideal conditions which, as has been mentioned, were assumed to 
prevail in.order to achieve a high degree of comparability, between 

r production costs in the various countries, were that unlimited, capital 
(at specified interest rates) and unlimited foreign currency (at specified 
exchange rates) would be forthcoming; that the standard of mechanization 

.-and. operation An the chemicai sectors studied and the branches linked with 

/them would 
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ihem would be e^ui val ex: t to that of the most advanced industries at the. 
international levelj and that rail, road and sea transport would be the 
best available. However.' the real situation in all these fields is of v' ... .. 
great significance, and should therefore be dealt with as fully as possible 
in subsequent studiess 

2.. Methodology . ; 

The study of the development of the chemical industry has- been carried 
out in the following" étages : v ' •• 

(a) Firstly, in the' màrkrét -àhalysis/ the magnitude and diversity of 
the demand for chemicals within the region and the geographical distribution 
of the outlets were examined. On the basis of this information, the'{Level 
and break-down of the demand for the chemicals chosen was projected for the 
year 1965. -

(b) The technological problems connected with the productive processes 
used for making these chemicals were then analysed, the corresponding manu-
factures being grouped into industrial complexes , in 'order to allow for . the 
economies of scale.- ̂obtainable in the production of intermediate chemicals. 

<. (:c) On the^basis of these technological d$ta, th§ needs for inter-
..mediate products Jand' .raw;ma triais-. .c-OT.re9PQR&MJS .the projected •demand 
for.the final goods considered were w o r k e d . o u t . • 

. (d.) On the basis-of,, the information obtained on, raw material require-
ments and of a detailed enquiry into:their availability,in, the countries 
- considered> the localities in'Làtin America likely to be best suited for 
the establishment of chemical industries werë selected.' 
: (é) The next stage was to. détermine the.typical çosts of raw materials, 
services and labour,, taking into account the current .prices ,p£. these inputs 
and'their, opportunity costs»: At -the same time., -the, market prices, of-the 
chemicals studied and the transport costs of raw materials and : finished.; 
articles were compiled;- .; < r- = -t , •./: 

• (f ) Using all this, material^ an analysis- was.:.made of j the. profitability 
7/ of the manufacture of .the:: products.; studied at the locations s elect ed¿ . .7** 

2/ In connexion'with the'comparative study' of'"profitability'' rëVél&y if'should 
•be.; pointed out that .-an analysis.;,designed.t o determine' the .optimum.. geograph-
ic ajL.^st.ribution^ of. production produces slightly differentresults accord-
ing 'to whether it Îs'based'bhXa)' a' comparison of tost s, 'which'is tant-

' âiaount'. to presupposing, that the Latin, American price, str^ctureijis . determin--
ed by the interaction of production costs in the region with world prices 

' or (b) on a' compaia'sson of-"profitability levels câibuikted "exclusively on 
the. basis of the present world price structure. For the purposes of this 
study, the latter hypothesis was adopted as being simpler and more real-
i s t i c- /In the 
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Iiì ohe caiculatdoi, of profitability levels'̂  tile' crucial probi eir" was 
to determine the balance between the economies of scale which might- he 
achieved in production costs by increasing the size'of plants and the., 
additional freight charges which; would .be entailed by the geographical 
extension of marketst 

In considering this latter point, it was assumed to start with that 
the ratio between capital and labour, inputs^ on the one hand? and plant 
size, on.the other, can be assimilated,into a general ratio which may be 
•expressed in-the. .following equation.;. ... 

-r-zt \ - - • 

L I E o . o . /;. 

whërè Lq is the magnitude- -of' the .:'productive.'iactor • on the ..base scale B , 
L is thè magnitude ofthè 'labour or capital .factor whiph,-is ..to be 
calculated oh the - scalè E3 and fi isithe empirical, exponential coefficient 
of variation!/'which may- fluctuate numerically between the limits 0. and 1. 

The exponential coefficients f being know%for each process 7 on the 
"basis òf* practical 'experience in the chemical industry - the economies in 
capital and labour resulting -from any increase in production scales may 
be'measur'ed, always provided-that basic information .is available, on capital 
and labour inputs-for-any " given plant ; Rapacity.,..These coefficients, ( 
together mth the -tèchnòlogical coefficients .relating to the inputs which 
increase linearly ;ràs' -production.rises y .;;mùsti;b§ known, in • advanç e , and can 
then bé" intégrai ed int©;:a kind of • inpût-output:.mpdçl for thetvchemical 
industries. •• • ' " ch..--

(g) Once the problem of measuring economies of . scale, has been solved 
and' data rbl;atirig to:;linearinputs a.r̂  ..ayailab.le>-- it. is easy tp, trace the 
"profitability'burves.''• These will, reflect corçbined,.effect of, such 
'economies ¡a§cal$o the linear costs of productiohy'transport costs-:-and 
./sales prices ¿faM the" si&è of ithe plant increases v .and,.ih e 'gèQgràphie-al 
arear3tfpp^§djpy-'it. extends .""'Of'course," the solùtion of the problems 
çpnn eòi ed mth'econtìmi'es òf scale and the avaii^ility oï .'.technological 
vdata on lineay.-̂ inputs ..do - not. • render;:'thè - compilaiión^ò-f--data çn the unit-

vi 
' < - " — -

•• ' -- hjv-.-i • /costs of 
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.coots of raw materA 3.1s. ¿mi .factors of production and tn.e unit costs of 
transport of raw .pvterial^ and finish-id products any the less, essentialr 

(h) .The .difficulties, of calculating the capital and labour inputs 
necessary..fpr various plant sizes having been, overcome, the problem of 
estimating many of the costs which .depend 6.n these two items, or which m~y 
be .expressed as. percentages :of: them, may.be roughly solved». Following the 
established practice in several United .States chemical industries^ cosx.s 
such ajS plant maintenance^ .capital and operating equipment, indirect 
production costs., general,.-office expenditure,, insurance, capital charges 
and depreciation, may be qalculgted by expressing them as sxiitab.le percent-
ages qf fixed investment, and labour (in which originally only direct labour 
was inclined), F;or the purposes of. this study, supervision, was reckoned as 
10 .per cent of .direct labour, worked out for all the countries on .the basis 
of direct labour costs in Venezuela, which are the highest in.L.atin America. 
In actual fact, this signifies an additional weighting.,, designed to allow 
for the shortage of highly qualified staff throughout the region. Plant 
maintenance'was estimated as 4 per cent per year of fixed investment, while 
capital and operating equipment wa;s taken as 15 per cent of fixed investment 
-Indirect production costs were calculated as representing $0 per cent of 
the "total 'of direct labour > • supervision, plant'maintenance and capital arri 
Operating equipment. General- office1 expenditure was reckoned ars 10: per 
'é'ent of thè same total used for calculating indirect productión'costs. 
Ih general, depreciation was taken as 15 per cent of fixed investment, 
except in the'manufacture of sodium carbonate, caustic soda^ bicalcium 
phosphate, triple superphosphate and sodium^ tripolyphosphaté, the production 
costs of which were calculated on the basis òf a depreciation rate of only 
5 per cénty-iri view-.of the'technological characteriSti'Cs-of plants of the 
types in questióni- The-interest- rates 'taiken as basis for'"the- calculations 
were 10 per cent for"Venezuela, 15 per-cent"-for Argentina,'Brazil and Chile, 
and-12 per cerit for Mexico« "•"'••': v. .;.r. .* 

3* Market study 

- ... The study of th^. demand for .chemical -productsr.was.. initiated .hy select-
ing the main products already mentioned, which satisfactorily.characterize 
the development of the basic industry and of petrochemicals throughout the 

/regioni Particular 
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region*. Particular attention was given to" petrochemicals because they-
constitutc- the most dynamic group within *ohe modern chemical industry,, 
bîext.. tne demand for t'hesu products 'was ' projected, with due "'regard „0 
-jhe relation between the consumption of chamiôals and income^ problems 
of eubf oitution and complementarity, and agricultural needs (Lert? Ixz-.j,. s? 
insecticides etc0 )c Finally, the installed productive capacity uow ' 
existing in the region was subtracted from the demand'projectionsy in 
order tc relate th'e whole analysis hot to total demand, but only to that 
segment of it which cannot be "satisfied with present ' installed capacity., 
In some cases, certain small deductions were 'made in'addition'to allow 
for the possible1 need'for imports from'out side the region because of' . 
special requirements as to quality', purity,"' ètb4 "In this-kày, thé'maximum 
capacities which could be reached by hypothetical ptbjébts' iïi-the"'various 
countries were obtained, and these "will serve as thé basis for'-'the-'entire 
subsequent analysis « . 

r•..• •• • ,• Technological data and their organization 
: '--Study of: the chemical industry being ..a :: complex ; matt er> because; ,of-
•:Such-"prbbleirfe ,a's.:'plant integration!.and competition between alternative; 
pirocbss'es' and raw materials^ the /empirical d^ta- relating;-, to, .çoat<ç must, 
'be' organized,ln";suchv-a way\às.tp:.facilitate th^frequent repetition of, 
calculation^ ̂  Such "repetition iŝ  -.necessary for'various -reasons, for 
example-to permit' (a) analysis vpï the; effects- ort.fto-sts. of different ., 
alternative 'processesy 'different raw ¡materials, -or/..differentx ¡degrees of 
'integration, aihtifcAnalysis of the effect. :of ' partial çhâ iges in. the- cost 
"structure•• bf-productive•••fectorst.utillzed«:.* r. 

To facilitate the--alternative, computations, the^technplogic^al., ; -
elements- ©fi-'the'.calculation.iniist .i)-e-idâf-ferei3;ti.at?ç|- f^pm, th.eijr. economic, 
-expressio'fîs® -Fdr^thrs pur.p&s,ey the; technological data wer.e-prgarfized--
by employing the "activity vector" concept •• How-
ever, the use of vectors is .merely an auxiliary method of assembling the 
material during the present phase, Mathematical techniques of linear 
programming cannot be'applied because such 'important inputs'as-'capital 
and labour are not linear. ^ ""* t-.. .•• .*,1 

8/ The exponential functions of these inputs are neither linear nor convex. 
This giv&s-.-rise to mathematical difficulties which still have not been 
solved for a general case, The practical solution followed in this 
study makes use of the specific mathematical properties of the particular 
case under review* /__. /This problem 
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This problem, should be analysed in some detail because it is a 
fundamental ana ampler of the j tudj 8 

For present burpcse;:V an activity is defined as the basic techno-
logical elehienfc '"ó::' the integrated industria], complexes, ic e0, a process 
of chemical t±*ansformatioh with inputs and products (of raw materials 
factors) which are' easily"identificable and unique,/' Conventionally, It 
may be represented by a column of figures©For example, the process for 
producing chlorine may be expressed in.tfye. following form?, 

. : Pro r.uet f} or i nput ( ) 

I0 Chlorine (tons) • • •• * 10Q . . 
;i 2f, Caustic spda. (99 per cept). (ton^X^ ... ,...,5. ,113015¿.: 

3o Hydrogen (tons) . -f - ,.• 2..85: - * ••. ' 
r Uof Üalt (tons). / . ;;, ;; v - - : 
5. - Graphite ,(tons) . - . ,4 t , - - . U . 
60. Hydrochloric, acid. .(100. per. ... /:¡>... 

'" cent)4 (tons) ' " - (X68 
7a Mercury (tons) - 0.02 

* : ' Energy'Xthousands of kWh) ' -385 
"" ' " 9.v? St earn (tons) ' " '" ' -120 ' ' ' " 
,:'u;10;" "Waterthousands of "gallons)"' - 35^6 ' " * 

Mathematically, these vectors represent quotients strictly determined 
between the inputs and products of a specific technical process. It is 
also assumed that such quotients are constant * When a technical process 
allows a variable composition of raw materials and a-variable distribution 
of products, the whole series of variations may be expressed by means of 
an adequate number of vectors of individual activitiesc 

The vector described above includes the break-down of those inputs 
9/ 

which expand in a linear direction, - as production growsc In the case 
of chlorine^ data on non-linear inputs - labour and capital - may be added 
as follows: 

. -2/ For reason̂ ,too:'.long. to.-.expiáishere,-the*inputs of-;s.teám, #áter and 
fuel gas -are -not,., strictly speaking, linear in the chemicaT i-ridustry0 
However, in general, studies (though not in the preparation of individual 
projects), they may be considered as such with an allowable margin of 
error n 
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Non-3iaoa:»„-tàW.̂ JL- groductlor.1 jf chlorine 

_ c,; i. capecity 32,CGC tons 
(b ) : labour ... ~ ... 5o'-8 .ira:u-hours, toi:. 
'c.-N .ential. lahpnr coeiTicient . % 0o23S 
(dV 3 ornent .... . 12 .-000 dollars 
(e) ĵxr» o-.i e:iti a 1., stment 

coefficient ' " ' ; Ô6?5 • 
(f) iJppev limit of validity of "' -

exponents , 170,00J tons 
(g).. • yii.H'.mim .ecaripïoî 'scale 22.000 tons 

Item (f) refers to the upper limit of the segment of thé'curve-where 
the exponential "coefficients for elasticity' arc still valid for establish-
ing the fluctuating relationship between the non-proportional, 'inputs and 
the size of the plant0 With the above information and using the equation 
previously described,, it is possible to calculate'the capital and labour 
inputs for any..-.plant capacity within the'ca'pacity range-defined by-items 
(f) and (g). 

In order to..;..facilitate the cost calculations, the activity vectors, 
which include data on linear and non-linear inputs^ were' grouped together 
in an input-output- model for the chemical industry« One of the relevant 
tables has been inserted here for illustrative purposes,, 

'ÏÔ/ • Below'the- nd'iilmm ̂  scales noted-̂  the-.validity, pi the,, exponent' 
" • riàl coefficients •• mu'St- b..e. carefully- examined. irv^aciwca^-©« •• 
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On the basis of the technological coefficients assembled in this 
modiel and certain special empirical criteria, it was possible to group 
the; products1. studied -into 'production Complexes in order to facilitate . 
their analysis. These include'the acetylene complex, the caustic soda-* 
bicalciimi.'phosphate complex, the complex of phosphoric acid-derivatives, 
that, of ammonia derivatives, "the ethylene complex and benzené complex.! 

' Certain .end products like, silicon carbide, sodium carbonate and. l4mp~ 
black"'Wei*e° riot included in' the:'complexes-, since there are nousouàd.techno-
logical or economic reason's for considering the integration of their- • ; 
• i ' 

manufacture ̂ with that of other products. • ; •' ... 
; ; The injSUt-output-. modei was also used to calculate the intermediate 
produces and raw materials required by each of the complexes | confider,e<k. 
A- body'of 'data essential" for the survey of raw material supplies'fop. the 
chémical industry in the countries of the region was thus assembled, j 

. : -1 ': 5« ̂ Determination of raw material costs and vother inputs f; >. i •' '" ; 
I . The final aspect to be considered in connexion with the; methodological 

problems'ofHhe survey is:the evaluation of raw, material cosità ..and pother 
Inputs, which, in the final analysis, form the basis for calculating- ! j Ej 
prbi^abilityv _ / ..J • •*';." '! il 

j The" problem is f&ry; Simple as regards inputs from abroaid,- sine? thft-ir 
I i j 

prices...iii each locality may be defined as equivalent to the jf.o.,b. prijcé 
(,por€ or" place of sh'ipmènt) plus freight costs. For the majority.,of ; 
countries, fuel oil, phosphoric rock, 'sulphur and coal (part'ly) fall :with-
iri this category. . v', 
; Unfortunately, the'comparison'of costs of such:'local iriputs as' natural 

gajs, salt, !iimest°ne» labour, etc., is much more complicated and uncertain. ' ' -,-• •. ' i f ' ̂  ' ̂  ••'. .--.. i .• <'',. ' Ini addition:-, to the dif faculties which are inherent ili» any,compilation !of 
j ' ' ; I ' : i , costs, practical procedures must be found for estimating thè prices of raw 
\ • ' ' ;-> p. ' - I j 

majteria$s':without distortions of an institutional characterJ tbefcstttse -the 
institutional elements affecting prices ¿ré subject to frequent, ciiarigés. 
14 other words, costs should be studied without tax charges^ direct or 
indirect sttbsidieè,'for"¡any oth'er factor whicli'-may invalid'Stb a.',-compara srn of 
costs designed to reveal persistent regional differences. .Strictly .'. . 'ir-.0 ! •• U -j 

.-* :"J ' 'r *> /speaking; thè 
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( speaking. ; the starting point in every case should be-a careful calculation 
of tïie opportunity* price., arrived 'at after-an analysis of the economic 
possibilities of v.lie alternative uses competing for each input» Since 
such .a, i-Jv:rly vras impossible, the authors of the report decided to base the 
~eJ evar.t ejtimates on original cost data combined with evaluations supported 
by a wide ^aviety ox empirical Criteria*' For example, in the narse of the 
cost of natural gas, the opportunity " prices • in several countries were 
estimated on the basis of the possibilities of alternative .uses.. In Maga-
13.anes, Chile. where the only possible use of large quantities oi gas> 
would be in the petrochemical industry .itself,, gas was assigned a price 
equal to ,its production cost, excluding prospecting'and drilling.expenditure; 

. in.; Argentina and Brazil, in view "ox the heavy demand--for fuel, it was 
assigned a price equal to' its' calorific equivalent in fuel oil-; .. ¿n; ¡Vene-
zuela, the price was equated1 to the'production-'cost plus the freight to-. 
Puerto Cabell«, -¿he locality''selected1 in the study for the petrochemical 
industry; and in Mexico/ the" alternative possibility oi" selling ;.£as. .to-, 
the. United States was taken into account.v In the case of.labour, the -
present wage levels in industries producing coal and petroleum derivatives 
were used as a general bench-mark* " Certain changes were introduced to 
.allow for specific situations'," ' ' f. 

Some of the elements oi 'the" cost structure'must be converted from-
national currencies to dollars for the" purpose- of comparability and in-, 
order to determine profitability. 'For this piirpose' exchange rates were 
used that were estimated with thé help of various- weighting factors based 
on parity rates and those actually in force'- for foreign trade at.; the end 
of 19.57,, the base year generally used for ~a,ll'-cost studies,, -

.Generally speaking, the costs us'ed' in thé study are Somewhat lower 
then .present real prices* The differences are1 due to the fact' that in 
working.out the costs of raw matérials ând services;, certain'estimated 
reductions were made on the grounds that' the increase in--scales of produc-
tion, resulting from the integration of" markets'would leàd to'.:more\efficient 

' • i L-. - • - - -
operating methods and cheaper freight. At" the same-time, ' allowance was 
made for increased mechanization'irr exploiting natural resources.'«- The 
differences in respect of prevailing prices may' tKtis'be 'substantial. 

/especially when 
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Vu¡ê i'.ejJ.i- .w-.-en th:- lactvrc; ca e combined with price .̂ eluctxons acl>iê od 
by "oLiô-c i:iot.i*"vâ ijna.j. charges which "boost the prevailing pi ices 

..r-ij»v raw r̂ v-;erials. in nearlj all the countries of the region-/ 
-a '>/>cjvv;- to &x::V.\ -he pcoi it ability curves" it was-' also "necessary' &o 

c^.y raw matd± ial and labour' coots' but also the costs or 
report fom t.ie ariouG hypothetical industrial sites to the L'-lt'in 

iu^ri .•/•n The average sals 8 cost in those coulitYu.es ¿J.so 
had to be ebtiioahca, ' "" ' ~ 

" 'V. 'SOiviF! by -'THE MkIW •ltSMEPJ1 L CONCLUSIONS 

The .initial chase of the survey, which go far it has been possible to 
complete, yields certain important conclusions concerning the" r.hemical ' 
iudustries .in Latin America as a v;hole* By and'large/ they a'̂ e" unlikely to 
be modified by more accurate c&j.cuiatibns made at "a "later stage; ":!ihis> 
.however- is riot true of the preliminary conclusions reached as regards 
cqmparxng .the relative kdvantage& of" various' Latin American "sitfeso Herê . 
the tentative results do r.nt, in oome cases, reveal sufficiently"important 
differences and« in others* take no account of additional factors which 
might perhaps oonsi.aerabLy 1J;'ect the conclu si ens o Hence0 it waS felt 
desirable to mention here br;<.e:Qy the general conclusions affecting:the 
region as a whole-, Those concerning the basic' aspect' of" the"' stirvey,' -namely, 
the comparison of the relative advantages of the "various Latiin "American 
site» suitable for the development' nf.' the' chemical industries under some 
form of common market, have been left "till a later' stage r ' 

As mentioned earlier, the demand for chemicals is very dynamic« ' 
Consequently, in ohe future - for example "by 196'5' S population'-growth, 
increased levels of income, and general economic development Will probably 
boost chemical requirements to remarkable levels» However/'to judge from 

results of this preliminary study«' although high in absolute 'terns., the 
demand in most of the Latin American national markets will obviously 'still 
be small compared with that in the other regions" of 'the woridc " ' ' """ 

Since it is demand which ultimately determines scales of production 
and since, in the case oi the chemical 'industries2 these' scales have a 
decisive effect on costs, the relative'paucity of national" requirements 

/will mean 
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will.mean tnâfr the "latin American countries start off at a disadvantage in 
•an,7 ¡free .competition with. non-Latin American chemical-firms...v In. the case 
of • certain-:ver.y:" important chemicals,: this statement holds good evenr:for 
those" countries with the- largest'national markets,:..such as Argentina.; 
Brazil or riexico;-... r. 

On the ; other.-.. hand, 'theses, advantages -would- not be.'so serious.;, if. plants 
were built to - serverthev.whòle -regional::market. • .".Their size-would., then com-
pare very favourably:with/that ..of .the usual factories* in countries which 
possess the most highly developed -chemical', industries^ e.0g„ the. United 
States; ' -.xL. . •'•'•*-' .'.-: >v 

.. Although., stilli: based on ••certain-1 provisional figures, v:a .earéful com-
parison'of -cost's?shows :clearly/that only«, a -chemical- industry - directed 
towards âupplyingLthe-:,re^iohal .market couid> -ih the "basic -and -.mòre' dynamic 
lines of ."'pr̂ ductioh/.-ensure-a sufficiently^ high-- level of .'profitability to 
su-s.tain̂ .a rapid tempo .of".development. iSuchran::industry cbuld .compete 
•boldly.-.with,,its. foreign--rivals''without the heèd f or è-ustoms' -protection. 
At the ;sameTtime,.cthe-::.stimulatihg.;.effect, ûfsuch:competition'-would remain, 
* so.: that it ~ ccmld'taperatei .on t he r ba sis:' of '- an" .operi-màrkét policy-.' < Economi c 
conditions--would;, thùs • be - favourable • enòugh'--to prevent^ thê" establishment 
of protected regional monopolies » » . 

•". "-According-to:.ttie 'preliMîiàry--survey, :' if. the sc&le of ..production 
corresponds; to:.the demand of the-'• fulleregionai> market 'and- if the geograph-
ical siting -is .the mast".'.favourable for:the region"! • the-costs of production 
(including 10'per "cent interest on-fixed "and circulatifi-g capital)' would be 
higher /than United States prises* (fto;b0. 'plant) in.':=the- case of only two 
:.of the.' chèiîà.calsi-.considerecUn rOn the other-handy'the costs"'"of 28-vof^the 

prodùcts^'exàmiTîed^would; be lower: by .¿30' per- iô'ént. or-'-'ïnorê than thé^res-
•pect^Lvefprices in-the 'United States» . • ' / >is iJ z.-.r: - o•-. 
* : On the other'hantì, "without- the-large scales' of" productions-based5 on 

the possibilities offered by the common market, the differences between 
costs- and1international 'prices- would not be bigK'erïough to erfeure the neces-
sary. levels- •.•of- -profitability. fo:r the. newer-branches .of the ¡.-"chemical1 indu s-
ttyi • Indeed/in suh'fr -circumstances,^'production ̂ costs' lower '-'than'-7Q-S -per 
cent of -'-Unit ed'-States febvbó prices wouldvHe-attained only in-rare ̂ cases. 
Even ih thè làirger co'dhtries* like Argentina, "Brazil" and' Mexico,' éùclï cases 
would cover merely 5, 7 and 12 products respectively,a out of a total of 34 

/ chemicals- • examined. 



chem cals oGrimineci* •i-iia;- ̂ e-̂ ult; .i/nich is tiar oeluw ".hat : 7 3d •• -
o-'c^uction:,.correspsr?ding to the optimum alternative for econom'.c 
s"so~es-.and- ¿-f.ographic siting, means that the.ne^ Latin .Amercer:i chemical 
industries established. • exclusively.; oxî the basic .of the..respective na'-:' .. 
markets wou]6. have to operate as heavily protected monopolies in order v. • 
attain.. t.ht- C.c-v̂ lx. of profi tability necessary for their subsequent devt. •. x 
inert-c It: would--be idle -to point out ¿¿he disadvantages of such a poll"- but 
regards the1 general-, costs of .industrial pracuction. in the countries o. n-
¿erned. .anc, the...¿Lcngrterm efficiency of such monopolies,, 

Certain over-all figures may now be quoted to illustrate the pro'raV'.c 
situation .if;:the-;chemnpaL,industry .in Latin America, were developed 
:on .'the "a'b°ve rlines® Firstly, tne -annual, rnet ..saving .of foreign^exchange, 
attributable. to:t.he. •establishment, of .the f^ndafqontal. and most modern branches 
of,the* chemical industry, --on..a..regional.basis,, would ampunt to roughly 750 
million .dollars« ,.;:It is :.true ethat .this assumption makes no allowance for 
the-attainment-of a certain degree of import substitution, even in the 
absence' of a regional market v. But; if; the ̂ chemical, industry is not placed 
on,a?regional^footing; such substitution would encounterthe difficulties 
already described-.and; hencq. only.a.,fraction ofactual, needs .would be 
covered« , 

: 'tfhat is..more,-a epmple te-.hypothetical substitution of imports with the 
help of national' chemical plants would be a less favourable alternative in 
terms. -;of -foreign exchange, expenditure, than the establishment ..of a regional 
^chemical •.indust3̂ 0;:. The corresponding .national plants-would involve a total 
Investment in foreign currency higher by ..q,pme k\5:-million dollars than that 
raquiredefor the .larger- -factories..; which,might ,be built within the setting 
of a :'COTOon-..;market n Vl This would .be one of .the ..important effects of economies 
of scaleo Besides this increased investment in foreign exchange, the annual 
capital'.charges payable.:.,in foreign .exchange .would rise by some 85 million 
-•dollars*"''" •., .-iv,,->i; - . . ; , ..... . 

: rr-So-far ,a.;s .-production ..posts are concerned,. the development of the 
¡.chemical-industries on a..regional ,ba.sis would represent by 1965 a gross 
.saving• of; spme ii,00 million dollars, a year, in foreign and domestic currency, 
as cpmpared-.with the alternative, of maintaining such industries on an ex-
clusively national footing® Yet the freight expenditure involved in ship-
ping^ chemicals in the regional market from their places' of origin should be 
deducted from this figureV The net' saving would then-amount' to- 300 million 
dollars a- year, 

/The above 



•F.he above; -jompariisons --exclude. the extreme alternative .of building 
~iar,:.ona.. ̂ la^ts-y-. the .countries, wher3 • iema:id is weakest, .t. This WT"ir1 

!-a ro .bxov.gry. 'into prominence. the much .greater savings t hac would res".i\:> 
from iuavl.-a.' inv.egraticur It was. assumed -chat .average;proo.uct.icr*, 
cost3-.;j national level for Argentina^ Brazil,,. Chile, Mexico. anc' 
ve;jezuoi:j. would al.-o pi,vail :in the other countries of the regie:: - v-.b<-,, 
Colombia,, Iiiu.ador, ;?eru:, • Uruguaycje well • uh.rougn intr a~r e¿iona? 
imports,, 111 so*- far: as tr-.e rea?v costs exceed this average, or e. \.rc po-
tion of imports c.omti from outs:«oo..the ^egion - both these assû p'-.iors boi:. 
very likely - the advantage-, of' the: regional, industry will, have been, 
underestimated in the-, above calculations*. ... -. _ 

' .In view ¡of. these conclusions, it may now be-.asked if Latin America 
has sufficient raw.'material, -resources for the speedy-development, of the 
regional chemical'industry, ;̂ ,'1 -«faethej- the co^diticns-:for uxil-izing.-
them are .propitious * - - . .. ... ; 

The preliminary; s-urvej clearly shows that the-. Latin American ... 
•.countries .have.--ample, supplies of nearly all the-basic ¡¡raw .materials 
for "the: chemical; industry« Geological and petroleum prospecting;.has 
progressed considerably- in recent .-years„ •. The abundant petroleum .. . 
resourpes1-.-of .-Venezuela'and Mexico, are well known »1 .'In' . Argentina, lf 
conditions exist for a large-scale expansion of petroled, production 
.•and :tha-;suxv:eying-"of res.eisv.e&y?. • In-.little over, a decade-,, . Chile has 
become a producer of petroleum rapidly nearing self-siifficienay-?. . From 
the. .point. of view,of the . petrochemical; industries, • the «.discovery ?of 
Extensive, fields, bf mtur^: .gas,-. both-¡in. the countries mentioned .and 
,.in .others within'the region^ ..is <?f:.great. .importanc.6!« v ..At the- same 
.'ti/ite$ : the development of;-; refining, in the-bigger £atin. --itaierican .countries 
• is • highly S;ignific;a:nt( •fpr.-the chemical: ind^stry.^ -
, ; . So . far - a.s.'vpetmcl̂ emical, {ra-w materials are. concerned,it .î : generally 
agreed-that natural gas,..holds: out thejbett/prospects,- particularly 
-because'in, several -countries it ;is.: available in en̂ -rmo.us- quantities and 
at ..very low cost -c- • -In »1956-, th$.:region had. at its cfisposal ¡ pr.qven, 

]_2 
• natural gas reserves., which", reached-the .astronomical; figure of.,10- • cubic 
metreso. : Of this •qp.antity.;oOyOQO;million:--.cubic metres'were .in .Argentina, 
* ' . :•••-•••; 760,000 million 
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'/60?0C0 million in Venezuela and. 180,000 nullion in Mexico. Th'i 
Chilean reserve has,.been estimated at some 1Z>,000 million cubic m̂ trar:„ 

However, from the technological point, of view, refinery gases are 
very favourable as raw materials for the petrochemical industry, 
especially in the production of such important intermediate; products 
as ethylene«, propylene and butylenec Unfortunately^ "he pot: ole 
refineries of the region have achieved'so far only a. limri-ed deg:: os 
of developmentc The simplex* operations predominate and produce 
relatively small quantities of gas*... Its composition, moreove?-^. i{3 
not the best suited for the chemical/industry« _ Latin .American 
supplies.of. ethylene, propylene and butylene, obtainable by separation 
and cracking fro^ refinery gases, are limited-* On occasion they may 
be enough-,t,o meet, the petrochemical requirements of a specific national 
market^ but only in exceptional cases would they enable .established 
industries.to. satisfy integrated marketSc , During the next 10 years 
Mexico and Venezuela might constitute .such exceptions6 

-.In...principle; liquid gases and other liquid petroleum derivatives 
are too costly to be used as raw materials for the manufacture of 
petrochemicals, because they are in heavy .demand for domestic, industrial 
and motor-vehicle . fuels.o (i However, they may have to be employed , in 
certain important manufactures© • • 

As^regards carbpchemicai raw materials, .the following facts should 
be stressed: 
(a) Supplies of such raw materials within the region depend almost 
entirely o,n the level of .development achieved in the iron and steel 
„industry, since. they are,.obtained as by-products.,,of coke». Conditions 
in Latin America do not flavour, coking operations designed specifically, 
to., obtain carbochemicals* . Generally speaking, the region offers only 
limited, prospects for̂ th.e development qf' the carbochemical industry, a 
situation, which is. offset by-the higher hopes, which may be entertained, 
for the manufacture ( of petrochemicals;, By all accounts, the carbo-
chemical industry, will h^ve to continue to be for some time yet an 
.industry -utilizing ,-local by-products.^ ...The reasons fcr. this, conclusion 
are tb.e: existence of extraordinarily cheap raw materials for the 

/petrochemical industry, 



p?trcnhkrrical indacstr;y., -which competes strongly with that of carno- • 
chomi'^irM • aniVthe restrict do-manc1 for. ccko as a domestic fuel; 
In- tiviU''.rosfc.ict̂ . th^-position- in tne r̂ gio-- :u- -vol. obn'par̂ .bl 3 w th ta. 
in Europe, whev0* niaitily "berause tnere Js petrolc^uiu rUtai JaJ.. 
studio h;:ve i)een\lnftu3 :of the vano is processes which .may be used for • 
¿btaiai-' ib liquid- f-ie-IS';'o?xl lubiic'iuts i'rcm cos.1 ̂  
'•!b")" = ' .1 pi0;°ection• for J.%5 of tae p^v;'uoVvuj 0:: or km*:g^ ond-car^c-
chemical benzene., n.̂ ing alternati'^ u:̂ -imver hypothe^er,; has shown th^-
latin te<;rican supplier;. o-f-these rrlcitei:ialc; .10 dirt oov^r only a ,-iinor 
fraction of/ the gas and benzene .requir^iAenos of the chemical industries 0 
(c) Apparently, certain Latin American countries very rich in coal, 
might De'cme ,exporters mettdiuvgl-caL co;cbn ..They would then -havo 
large quantities of ravrnatcrio.lri ¿n*aiJable i01* the establishment • of • • 
csr-bochemical-'industries;;' possibility- is somewhat remote 

because' ¡iti is- genera lly'preferred to- onin.n coking ovens next to ¿tecl 
millsn.: even though .they. use, importooal, -for. the .-following reasons? 

(i) The utilization ef the poo?; ger from the blast furnace .. > 
and the-, rich: gases; from-1 no joking oven is b'jctsr when the coking and 
.;steel iiidustries rare l i • = 
• (ii ) Coke deterioratoo when tranr. ported over long distancesa • 

.'(iii) ;From,t.he' balance1--of--oayments point • of vicw_, imports' 'of 
coal are. usually more favourable thrr those cf .coke'* • 
. • (iv\ ;,By importing• coal 'rather then coke,; ¿acnvcountry may obtain 
at1 reduced-cost a certain:Quantity • c'f coke;/by-products o 

To quot? a specific example ^ the . coal mines at" $Iagai lanes; Chile -
the cost of coke .rat\:the -ncTxehoad ;was compared with -the cost of coke 
..'f̂ -ô bo the- striol rnillo of possible iiapor • n this caseP the roost 
advantages, of col-n ..'.produced -it ihe• riiine/ were• not big enough to offset- the 
.disadvantages of ..importing -joko on Ic,rs;o .riale from .'Argentina and 
Brazil 0 • If a similar calcv.1 at ion iud. ae^n mac1/-; for the coking of 
Colombian coal in the .country it o.-df. and 1'or ito sŝ.ie r-r> metallurgical 
coke, .the result would probably have- jê .i the sfsno0. 

• Within a period of ceven co m yenrsy •• importslit 'hydroelectric 
resources exploitable at ,'iou cost -may well-be discovered -in Argentina^ 

/Brazil:, Chile, ••• 
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S.v-cL̂.vl, Cnllt;, r.lay.ic ) and teneaaela. as well as ot 1er countries 
tae region- /:t the Sc-me tiir-j., Chile, Mexico and Venezuex^' ;u jht -geue vit-. 
large air.er.nt.i of •iiercric power thcriatl stations using natural gc^ 
a® flit].,. T/i3 cost per kwr. in such plants would probably n-:. » 
that vf hydroelectric power under thé best local conditions of utilisa-
r:.on0 These fact:; are :i.mportant for the development of the sc-cajlzrl 
¿loctrochemic£.1î; group of industrie;: - especially electrolytic cdUi'-î  

soda and ch] ̂rinè, silicon caroide^ etc> - because of th3ir high input 
of iowtrP For theoe industries, cO.l one countries mentioned would 
also have enough salt and limestone, while their geographical'position 
would be fairly satisfactory3 

As regards sulphur, only liexioo i^ favourably placed, with 
abundant supplies at prices rtorriewhao lexer than those on the international 
m a r k e t T h e other ccuntrios (with' a few isolated exceptions involving 
the use of sulphurous given off in cr^-rueating or petroleum-
refining) either must import sulphur or produce It at costs exceeding 
import price 3 o . . . 

Finally, it h-s boon established that most of the Latin' American 
countries do not possess satisfactory deposits of phosphoric rockP-"Thefy 
would therefore have to Import It 'if they wished to produce phosphate 
fertilizers. Moreover, the costs 'in countries which do produce it 
are not lower than the price of imported rock in terms of units of the 
nutrient phosphoric 'elementc This Is also true of Brazil, which possesses 
the largest reserves in Latin America, although there are good prospects 
that this situation nay change in the futurec ' 

To sum up, according to the preliminary survey,, Latin Anericà is 
perfectly" equipped to undertake t'he large-scale development of a- modern 
and efficient basic chemical industry, provided that some kind of' 
regional agreement is reached which allows advantage"to be takèn of: the 
large economies of scale and optimum siting'̂ ' ' Otherwise^ the region 
will soon have to use large amounts of foreign ' exchange to purchase 
chemicals from other regions, or will have to develop at great expense 
multiple industries based exclusively on national markets which are 
hot big enough to ensure their- maintenance and subsequent growth' at" 
economic levelsc 


